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Abstract 
We prove a number of structural theorems about the honest polynomial m-degrees (denoted by 
I-I, or hpm-degrees) contingent on the assumption P = NP (or a unary alphabet). In particular, 
we show that if P = NP (or a unary alphabet), then the topped finite initial segments of H, are 
exactly the topped finite distributive lattices, the topped initial segments of I-I, are exactly the 
direct limits of ascending sequences of finite distributive lattices, and all recursively presentable 
distributive lattices are initial segments of H, I-IRE. Additionally, assuming IHI = 1, we show that 
the theory of the hpm-degrees i undecidable. We also show that index sets cannot be minimal. 
Lastly, we examine an alternative definition of honest m-reduction under which recursive minimal 
sets can be constructed. 
1. Introduction 
Homer [ 111 has shown connections between the P =? NP question and the existence 
of sets that are minimal with respect to honest Turing reductions (henceforth, we refer 
to such sets as “hpT-minimal”). Informally, these reductions are polynomial Turing 
reductions where the strings queried cannot be “short” compared to the input length. 
Homer showed that if P = NP then there exist hpT-minimal sets. Homer and Long 
[ 10,9] have simplified the original construction of Homer, and showed that the P = NP 
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assumption can be omitted if 1x1 = 1. They have also established partial converses by 
showing that several classes of sets cannot be hpT-minimal. Ambos-Spies [2] later 
simplified and extended their work. Homer, Long, and Ambos-Spies have also showed 
the existence of a set that is minimal with respect to honest m-reductions. 
There are several motivations guiding research in this area. One is that by deriving 
consequences from the assumption P = NP, we may learn more about the P =? NP 
problem (ultimately we would like to derive a contradiction, though this seems unlikely). 
A second motivation is that there may be a converse to the statement “if P = NP then 
there exists a minimal set” (or some variation of the statement) that yields a statement 
about honest degrees that is equivalent to P = NP. 
Throughout this paper, all results that can be obtained with P = NP as a hypothesis 
are also true in the context of tally sets (i.e., if 121 = 1). The proofs in the 121 = 1 case 
are similar to those in the P = NP case and are omitted. The reader should keep in mind 
that even though a theorem needs P = NP as a hypothesis, there is an analogous result 
with 121 = 1 that is proven with no assumption about P =? NP. 
In this paper, we pursue four goals; although, the bulk of our results aims towards 
the first two goals. 
l We connect the theory of the classical m-degrees with complexity theory: 
( 1) Assuming P = NP we prove many structural theorems about the honest 
polynomial m-degrees (henceforth referred to as the “hpm-degrees”), and the r.e. 
hpm-degrees. Our proofs use techniques from the theory of the classical m-degrees 
[ 131 (surveyed in [ 231 and [ 241) . (2) We show, assuming IXI= 1, that the theory 
of the hpm-degrees is undecidable. 
l We show that the classical r.e. m-degrees and the r.e. hpm-degrees are not elemen- 
tarily equivalent. Our proof uses an interesting variation of Ladner’s [ 161 looking 
back techniques. 
l Several types of sets have been proven nonminimal without any assumption about 
P =? NP (e.g., semilow sets in [ 61 and others in [ 2,111) . We add to this list by 
showing that index sets are nonminimal. 
l We clarify the distinction between honest m-reductions and total honest m-reduc- 
tions. An m-reduction from A to B is a function f E P such that x E A iff 
f(x) E B. A natural definition of an honest m-reduction would appear to require 
that f is honest; however, Ambos-Spies has defined an honest m-reduction to be 
(informally) an honest function f that is allowed to map a string into {YES, NO}. 
We call the former definition a total honest m-reduction (henceforth abbreviated 
as ‘hmto’ and denoted <Kto ) and the latter just an honest m-reduction (and denote 
it <“,). We show that these two reductions differ in an interesting way. Ladner 
[ 161 showed that there are no recursive sets that are hpm-minimal. We show, 
by contrast, that there are recursive sets that are hmto-minimal. Hence Ladner’s 
theorem does not hold for total honest m-reductions. This is of interest also because 
all minimal degrees constructed so far have been (necessarily) nonrecursive. The 
recursive hmto-minimal sets are actually superminimal, i.e. for all B such that 
B <“,-‘O A, B =kto A. The existence of superminimal sets suggests that Ambos- 
Spies’ definition of honest m-reduction is the natural one. 
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In Section 2 we review motivation, definitions, and notation that will be used through- 
out this paper. In Section 3 we summarize our results more formally. In Sections 4 
through 10 we examine the four goals in detail. 
2. Motivations, definitions, and notation 
Many concepts and techniques of complexity theory are based on similar notions 
in recursion theory. Often these concepts are later seen to be of interest for reasons 
independent of their original motivation (e.g. SchGning’s definition of high and low 
sets in NP [27] ). The definition of an honest reduction is partially motivated by an 
attempt to examine an analog of minimal degrees; though it is of independent interest 
in complexity theory because of the connections to P = NP, examined by Homer [ 111. 
We review the recursion-theoretic motivation. 
A nonrecursive set is <T-minimal if for any set B such that B <T A, either B ET A or 
B is recursive. Spector [29] constructed a <T-minimal set recursive in 0”; later Sacks 
[26] constructed one recursive in 0’. We briefly examine a naive attempt to define a 
minimal set in the context of complexity theory. 
Definition 2.1 (Attempt). A set A is &minimal if for any set B such that B <F A, 
either B =F A or B E I? 
There is a problem with this definition: there are no &minimal sets. For any recursive 
A 4 P, by Ladner [ 161, there exists a set B I$ P such that B CC A; if A is nonrecursive, 
then Homer [ 111 has shown that the set 
B = (~0~“’ : z E A} 
is not in P (in fact, it is nonrecursive) and B <r A. The set B is contrived as the O’s are 
there only for padding purposes. and consequently in the B <T A reduction, on input x 
we ask a question of A that is very short compared to 1x1. This motivates us to study 
reductions where the questions asked are not allowed to be too short. We will need two 
preliminary definitions before defining a useful notion of minimal. 
Definition 2.2. Let q be a nondecreasing function. A polynomial oracle Turing machine 
M is q-honest if, for all sets S, and all strings X, if MS(x) queries oracle S about y. 
then q(lvl) 2 1x1. 
Definition 2.3. Let A and B be sets. The set B is honest polynomial Turing reducible 
to A (written B <+ A) if there is a polynomial q and a q-honest oracle Turing machine 
MO such that B <F A by M 0. The set B is honest polynomial Turing equivalent to A 
(written B =I A) if B <; A and A <i B. Note that E! is an equivalence relation. The 
equivalence classes are called honest polynomial Turing degrees (hpT-degrees) . 
Note 2.4. Similar concepts have been studied by Machtey [20], Meyer and Ritchie 
[21] and Young [30]. 
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Definition 2.5. A set A 4 P is hpT-minimal if 
(VB)[B$A=X(B+A)V(BEP)]. 
In Ladner’s proof, the reduction of B to A is honest (while in Homer’s proof it is 
not). Hence there cannot be a recursive set that is hpT-minimal. As mentioned in the 
introduction, if either P = NP or /_Z[ = 1, then there is a (necessarily nonrecursive) 
hpT-minimal set [ 11,9]. 
In both Ladner’s and Homer’s reductions of B to A, on every input at most one query 
to A is made. In the cases when no query is made, the machine just says YES or NO. 
This motivates the next definition. 
Definition 2.6. Let A and B be sets. The set B is honest polynomial m-reducible to 
A (written B <“, A) if there exists a polynomial q and a function f E P, f : 2 -+ 
.I?* U {YES,NO}, such that for all x : 
1. if f(x) = YES then x E A; 
2. if f(x) = NO then x 6 A; 
3. if f(x) E _Z* then (X E B iff f(x) E A); and 
4. if f(x) E Z* then q()f(x)J) 3 1x1. 
Definition 2.7. The definitions of $, hpm-degree, and hpm-minimal are analogous to 
the definitions of -;, hpT-degree, and hpT-minimal, respectively. 
This definition of honest m-reduction is not a direct analog of either m-reductions 
in recursion theory [ 251 or polynomial m-reductions [ 191. This definition is used by 
Ambos-Spies [2] because by allowing YES and NO as outputs all sets in P are <k- 
equivalent. We present a definition that appears more natural, but will turn out not to 
be. 
Definition 2.8. Let A and B be two sets. The set B is honest total m-reducible to A 
(written B <kto A) if B <“, A by a reduction f that cannot map to an element of 
{YES,NO}. The definitions of z; h to, hmto-degree, and hmto-minimal are similar to 
those of -1, hpT-degree, and hpT-minimal respectively. A set A is hmto-superminimal 
if 
(VB) [B <p A =+ B E”,-” A]. 
Note 2.9. In Section 10 we will see that there exist superminimal sets A $ P This is 
somewhat unnatural since even for sets B E P, we have B $h,-‘OA. 
We need a way to effectively represent the set of all <“, reductions. 
Notation 2.10. Throughout this paper, for all e, pe( n) = qe( n) = ne + e. The reason 
we use two different notations for the same polynomial is that we think of pe as a 
time bound, and qe as a polynomial for the honesty condition. Let Ml, M2, MJ, . . . be 
a list of all Turing machines, clocked such that M, runs in time pe (n) ; and on an 
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input of length n either outputs a string of length m where q,(m) > n, or outputs an 
element of {YES, NO}. For every e, let fe be the function computed by M,, and let 
V, = range(f,). If A C 2” then 0: is the set that is <k-reduced to A by M,, namely 
x E 0; ++ (fe(x> E A or fe(x) = YES). 
For all e, M, represents an <k reduction; and every <k reduction is represented by 
some M,. 
Notation 2.11. Let P/),f?i),P$), . . . be an effective enumeration of clocked oracle 
Turing machines, where ne + e bounds the runtime of P," . If no oracle is written then 
the empty set is assumed to be the oracle. If we restrict some P, to be O-l valued then 
L(P,) represents the set recognized by P,. 
Notation 2.12. Let ql,‘p2,93, . . . be an acceptable programming system (e.g. an effec- 
tive enumeration of Turing machines). Let W, be the domain of per and W,,, be the set 
{x < s 1 pe(x) halts in < s steps}. 
Convention 2.13. The term ‘least string’ means the least string in the lexicographic 
ordering on strings. 
Definition 2.14. A lattice is a 4-tuple 2, = (D, <v, n, U) such that D is a set, <D 
is a reflexive and transitive order on D, b n c is the greatest lower bound of b, c and 
b U c is the least upper bound of b, c (also called ‘the join of b and c’). An element 
a E D is join-irreducible if a = b n c + a = b or a = c. The lattice is distributive if 
afl (bUc) = (anb) U (ant) and aU (bnc) = (aUb) ll (aUc). The lattice is 
topped if it has a maximum element. If E C D then there exists a greatest lower bound, 
and a least upper bound, of E. These are denoted by lleE~ e and L.leE~ e. 
We will use the following standard facts about distributive lattices. They are proven 
in [ 24, pp. 555-5571. 
Lemma 2.15. Let ID = (0, <v, n, U) be a distributive lattice with ordering 6~. Let 
the set of join-irreducible elements be {ai 1 i E I}. 
(i) If b, c E D and b $v C, then there exists ai such that ai 6~ b and ai $z, c. 
(ii) If 23 is not topped then the lattice formed by placing an additional element 
above all elements of D (and dejining ll and U in the obvious way) is a topped 
distributive lattice. 
(iii) If b = L-Ii,_/ ai and ak <v b then there exists j E J such that ak <v aj. 
3. Summary of results 
Notation 3.1. The partial order which has the hpm-degrees as its underlying set, and 
<L as its ordering, is denoted by H,. The subordering consisting of those hpm-degrees 
that contain an r.e. set is denoted by H, n RE. 
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Definition 3.2. A partial order (X, <) is an initial segment of H,,, if there exists a l-l 
map p : X +H, such that range(p) is closed downward under <k and 
x < y * P(X) G”, P(Y). 
The existence of an hpm-minimal set (assuming P = NP or 121 = 1) can be restated 
as “if P = NP or 121 = 1 then the two element chain is an initial segment of H,,,“. We 
have obtained extensions along these lines: If P = NP or 121 = 1 then the following 
hold. 
l The topped finite initial segments of H, are exactly the finite distributive lattices 
(in Section 5). 
l The topped initial segments of H, are exactly the direct limits of ascending se- 
quences of finite distributive lattices (in Section 6). 
l The topped finite initial segments of H, n RE are exactly the finite distributive 
lattices (in Section 8). 
By Lemma 2.15( ii) these results suffice to classify all initial segments of H,. 
We have also obtained the following result with no assumption. 
l If 121 = 1 then the theory of H, is undecidable. 
l There exists an incomplete r.e. degree that has no strong minimal cover (see the 
end of Section 6 for the definition of strong minimal cover). This implies that 
H, f’ RE is not elementarily equivalent to the r.e. m-degrees. 
l Index sets cannot be hpT-minimal. 
l There exists recursive sets that are hmto-minimal. In fact, there exists such sets of 
arbitrarily high time complexity. 
4. Honest polynomial partitions 
In this paper the following scenario will happen often. We are assuming P = NP, 
there are sets A and B such that A <k B by function f, and we want to show that 
B <k A. If f-’ exists then B <k A since f-’ will be an honest polynomial reduction 
(to prove this, use the honesty of f and the P = NP assumption). Unfortunately f-’ 
need not exist. However, we will construct a partition on Z* such that for all y there is 
an element z, in the same part as y such that f-’ (z ) exists. Hence, in some sense, f-’ 
exists when viewed as a mapping on the parts of the partition. The partition will have 
properties that enable us to prove B <k A. 
In this section we define honest polynomial partitions and prove several lemmas about 
them. These lemmas will be the key to obtaining initial segments of the hpm-degrees. 
Notation 4.1. If 17 is a partition then n(x) is the set of elements in the same part as 
x, and pn( x) is the least element of Z7( x) . 
Definition 4.2. Let B C: C$* be a set in P. D is an honest polynomial partition of B 
(henceforth, ‘hp-partition’) if 
(a) there exists a polynomial p such that for all x, y E B one can determine whether 
y E n(x) in time p( 1x1); 
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(b) there exists a polynomial q such that for all x E B, q( IpUn I) b 1x1 (this is the 
polynomial honesty). 
p and q are called the polynomials associated with II. 
Definition 4.3. If A’ is a partition of B and A is a set, then A respects 17 if for every 
x E B either n(x) & A or L7( x) 5 _Z* - A. 
Lemma 4.4 (P = NP) . Zf X E P and 17 is an hp-partition of 2*, then UxEX L7( x) E P. 
Proof. We have 
z E u n(x) iff (3x)[x E XA z E n(x)]. 
XEX 
By part (b) of the definition of hp-partition there is a polynomial p such that the search 
for x can be restricted to 1x1 < p( I z 1) . Formally: 
ZE ULI(x) iff (3x)[IxI6p(lzl>AxEXAzEn(x)l. 
XEX 
Hence the question of z E UxEX n(x) reduces to an NP question. Since we are 
assuming P=NP this question can be determined in polynomial time. 0 
Lemma 4.5 (P = NP) . Let 2* = B U C U D be a partition of ,Y* such that B,C, and D 
are in P. Let A be a set such that C C A and D C Z* - A. Let e E N. If there exists an 
hp-partition I7 of B that A respects such that, for every x E B, n(x) fl V’ # 8, then 
A E”, OA e’ 
Proof. Let II be the partition given in the hypothesis, and let p and q be the polynomials 
associated with 17. By definition, fe runs in pe steps and is q,-honest. 
The following algorithm computes an <“, reduction g of A to 0,“. 
ALGORITHM 
1. Input(x). 
2. If x E C, then output(YES) and halt. If x E D, then output(N0) and halt. 
3. Using P = NP find a string y such that fe (y) E L7( x). (We later show that y with 
IYI < c?e(dIXI)) exists, so P = NP can be used.) 
4. Output(y). 
END OF ALGORITHM 
Since 17 respects A, for all x E B 
x E A H IT(x) C A H fe(y) E A. 
Since 0,” <k A by fe 
y E 0,” s fe(y) E A. 
Combining these two facts yields 
x~AtiyyEO,A. 
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Hence g reduces A to 0:. It remains to show that g is an <k reduction. 
The only step in the algorithm for g that is not obviously polynomial time is step 3. 
Since n(x) nv, # 0, y exists; but we have to show that IyI is bounded by a polynomial. 
We show that jyl 6 qe(q(IxI)). Since fe is q; honest, 
IYI 6 %(lfe(Y)I). 
Since n is au hp-partition with associated polynomials p and q, and fe ( y) E Z7( x), 
Ife(Y>I < dlPu(~(X)l) < dl-4). 
Since qe is a strictly increasing function, 
9e(lfe(Y)I> < qe(9(14>>. 
Combining these inequalities we obtain 
IYI < 4e(l_fe(Y)I) 6 4e(4(14)). 
Lastly we show that g is honest. Let x E B and g(x) = y E AZ*. Since fe(y) E n(x), 
dlfe(Y)l) 2 14. 
Since pe bounds the complexity of fe, pe ( Iyl > 3 Ife( y) 1, hence 
dPe(lYI)) 2 4WfAY)I). 
Combining these inequalities yields q(pe( lyl)) 2 1x1. Hence g is (q op,)-honest. 0 
Lemma 4.6 (P = NP) . Let 2* = B U C U D be a partition of 2 into three parts which 
are in P. Let T be some set in P. Let A be a set such that C C A and D c 2 - A. Let 
e E N. If there exists an hp-partition 17 of B that A respects such that 
(a) for every z E 2* if fe(z) E B then IZ(f,(z)> nT + 8, 
(b) for every y E B n T, n(y) n K Z 0, 
then A n T E”, Of. 
Proof. A n T <“, 0,” by a modification of the algorithm in Lemma 4.5. During step 3, 
instead of looking for y such that fe ( y ) E Zl7( z ) , look for y such that fe ( y) E IT( z ) nT. 
0,” <k A n T by the following algorithm 
ALGORITHM 
1. Input(z). 
2. If f&z) =YES or fe(z) E C, then output(YES). If fe(z> =NO or fe(z) E D, 
then output (NO). 
3. (We know that fe(z) E B so, by condition a, ZI(f,(z)) nT Z 8.) Find y E 
n( f e ( z ) ) flT. This can be done in polynomial time since we are assuming P = NP 
and I yI is clearly bounded by a polynomial in Iz I. 
4. Output(y). 
END OF ALGORITHM 0 
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5. Embedding finite structures into H, 
We show that (assuming P = NP) any finite chain is an initial segment of H,,, (the 
case of embedding the three-chain, which is simpler, can be found in [4] ) . We then 
show that (assuming P = NP) any topped finite distributive lattice is an initial segment 
of H,; moreover, these are exactly the topped finite initial segments of H,,,. Using 
techniques of [ 91, the proofs of all theorems in this section could be adapted to the 
IX] = 1 case, omitting the P = NP assumption. 
We use a modification of exptally sets; these sets have been used for constructing 
minimal honest degrees by Homer, Long, and Ambos-Spies [ 2,9]. 
Definition 5.1. Let g( 0) = 1 and for all m > 0, g( m + 1) = 2gtm). A set A is expt@ 
if A G {WCm) 1 m E N}. Let p be a fixed polynomial. Define 
Ep = {WC”‘+’ 1 m E W, 0 < j < p(m)}. 
Sets of the form EP are called poly-aptally. For any fixed m the finite set 
B”’ = {OgCm)+j I 0 < j 6 p(m)} 
is called the mth block of EP. 
Note 5.2. We will later be partitioning EP by partitioning every block of EP. The sets 
that form the partition are called boxes. Each block will consist of a finite number of 
boxes. 
Convention 5.3. Modify the machines PI, P2, P3, . , . so that they are O-l valued. Let 
L( Pi) denote the language recognized by Pi. 
Theorem 5.4 (P = NP) . For any r, the r-chain is a finite initial segment of Hm. 
Proof. It will be simpler, notationally, to show that the I + l-chain is a finite initial 
segment of H,. 
Let (L, <L) be the r-chain. We can assume that L = (0,. . . , r} and b QL c iff b 6 c. 
We show that L is an initial segment of H,. Let p be a fixed polynomial such that for 
all n, p(n) 2 n. 
For b E L let 
S, = {CF’“‘+i I m E W, 0 < j 6 p(m), j = a (modr)}; 
To= 0; Tb=st u”‘t,$,. 
We construct A G EP such that the sets Ab (indexed by b E L) defined by Ab = AflTb 
form an initial segment of H,that is isomorphic to L. For all b, c E L such that b & c 
we have Ab Ch AC via -.m 
f(z) = 
NO if z 4 Tb; 
2 otherwise. 
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(Formally, to show that this reduction works, use that since b <L c we have {i 1 i <L 
b} C {i 1 i <L c}, and hence Tb & T’.) 
We construct A C EP in stages to satisfy the following requirements. 
Separation Requirements. For every e E N, for every b E { 1,. . . , r} 
Rte,b): fe is not a reduction of Ab to Ab-‘. * 
Discrete Requirements. For every e E N 
R$ 0: E P or, for some b, 0: $ Ab. 
At the end of each stage s we will have the following: 
(a) A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to A. 
(b) A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to _Z* - A. 
(c) A set B, E P which is the set of strings in Ep that are not committed to A or 
X* - A. Formally B, = Ep - (A, U A,). We will not need to prove that B, E P 
since if A,, & E P then clearly B, E I? Let Bf’ = B, II Bm. 
(d) A partition 17s of EJ’ such that the following hold. 
(i) 17, is an hp-partition that respects A,. 
(ii) For all z E Ef’ if z E B”’ then n,( z ) & B”‘. This makes Z7, p-honest. Note 
that ns partitions each Br. 
(iii) Let a E L - (0). A box is a-pure if it contains some element of T, and is 
wholly contained in lJi2La c (hence the box has no elements of lJi_ T,). 
Let N( a, s, m) be the number of u-pure boxes contained in By. We will have 
lim sup__ N(u, s, m) = 00. 
During the construction, we show inductively that a, b, c, and d all hold. The partitions 
get coarser and coarser; however, if z E A, or z E A,, then for all t 2 s, 17t( z ) = 17,( z ). 
If z enters A, (A,) then we also place all elements of 17,(z) into A, (A,); therefore 
the condition that IZ, respects A, will easily be met. 
For every z E EP, there is a stage s such that either z E A, or z E A,. The set A 
is defined as the set of all z that are placed in some A,. The set A will respect all 
partitions 17s. 
If at stage s + 1, A, (A,, IZ,) is not mentioned, then As+1 := A, ( &+I := A,, I7,+1 := 
II,). During a stage of the construction A, (A,, ZI,) may change. To avoid notation, 
whenever A, (A,, ZI,) is mentioned it is meant to be the most recent version of the 
object. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Stage 0: A0 := 8. & := S* - EJ’. For all z, no(z) = {z}. Clearly (a>, @I, Cc), (d.9, 
(d.ii) are satisfied. Since we chose p(n) 3 II, (d.iii) is satisfied. 
Stage s + 1: There are two cases. 
Case 1: s + 1 is odd. Let s = 2(e, 6) + 1. We satisfy Ri,,,). Let z be the shortest element 
of B, fl Tb that is in a b-pure box. (Such a z exists inductively by condition (d.iii) .) 
Note that z $! A, U ff,. There are four possibilities. 
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1. fe(z) E A, or fe(z) =YES. Let A,+r :=dsuZIs(z). 
2. fe(z) E&or fe(z) =NO. Let A,+, :=A,U17,(z,). 
3. fe(z) $ (A,U&UIT,(z)). Let As+1 :=A,Un,(z> and A,+1 := ~,uZ&(f,(z)). 
4. fe(z> 4: Ad& and fe(z) E ZZ$(z>. Let A,+1 :=As Ufl,(z). 
In possibilities 1,2, and 3, it is clear that Ri,,bj is satisfied. In possibility 4, note that 
Z E A’, but since ZZ,( z) is b-pure, fe( z) $! T&l, so fe( z ) $! Ah-l; hence R\e,bj is 
satisfied. 
Case 2: s + 1 = 2.5 + 2. We satisfy Ra. There are two possibilities. Let NZ( b, m) be the 
number of b-pure boxes contained in Br that intersect range(f,) = V,. 
Possibility 1: (Vu E L - (0)) (3n,) [limsup,,, ZVZ(a, m) = n, < co]. Set 
A s+l :=A,U u IIs( 
zEV,nB, 
Since we are assuming P = NP, V, E I? Inductively, ZZ, is an honest partition, B, E P, 
and A, E P. Hence by Lemma 4.4 A,+1 E P (hence condition a is satisfied), Note that 
z E 0,” ti (fe(z) E A or fe(z) =YES) 
@ (fe(z) E V, n A or fe(z) = YES) 
* (fe(Z> E As+1 or fe(z> =yES). 
Since A,+, E P we have 0: E P, so the requirement is satisfied. Since A,+* = A,, 
n s+l = ZZ,, by the induction hypothesis conditions (b), (c), (d.i), and (d.ii) hold. 
Since each Br lost fewer than cb, n, blocks condition (d.iii) holds. 
Possibility 2: (Ia E L - (0)) [ lim supm_+oo NZ (a, m) = 001. Let b be the largest number 
such that limsup,,, NZ( b, m) = co. We intend to set A,+I, &+I, and ZZ$+r such that 
the following hold. 
(a) For every z E z* if fe(z) E Bs+l, then fe(z> is in the same box as some y E Tb. 
(b) For every y E &+I n Tt,, Z&+1(y) n K # 8. 
By Lemma 4.6 these two conditions make AC = A Cl T, 3: 02. 
We set As+l, &+I, and ZZ,+r as follows. To satisfy condition (a) above, for every a 
such that b CL a, place all the elements of every b-pure box that contains an element 
of V, into A. Since limsup,,, NZ (a, m) < 00 this will only delete a constant number 
of u-pure boxes from each Br. 
To satisfy condition (b) above is more complicated. First, place all elements of 
every b-pure box that does not intersect V, into A. Now, for every m, there are exactly 
NZ (b, m) b-pure boxes contained in B F. Now every b-pure box intersects V,. 
Second we will merge some boxes. Note that if y E Tb then there exists a <L b such 
that y is in an u-pure box. To ensure that every y E B,+l fl Tb is in a box that intersects 
V, we will, for every a <L b, merge (or put into A) every u-pure box with a b-pure 
box (all of which intersect V,) . Note that the u-pure boxes will remain u-pure, but the 
b-pure boxes will not remain b-pure. Hence we will set aside some b-pure boxes that 
will not be merged. 
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Let m E N. We describe what to do with the boxes that comprise By. Order these 
boxes by the least string in them. For every d E L and i E N let BOX[ d, i] be the ith 
d-pure box (if it exists). Note that if BOX[ b, i] exists then it intersects V,. 
For every a <L b (a # 0) we plan to merge some a-pure boxes with b-pure 
boxes. We need to ensure limsup,,, N( 6, s + 1, m) = 00. We plan to merge at most 
NZ (b, m) /2r b-pure boxes with a-pure boxes. Formally we do the following. 
(1) Let Ui =NI(b,m)/2r. Let U=min{Ui,N(a,s,m)}. 
(2) (Vi < U) merge BOX[ a, i] and BOX[ b, (a - 1) U1 +i] (the new boxes are a-pure). 
(3) (Vi > U) place all of the of elements of BOX[ a, i] into A,+l. 
When this process is done at most (L - (0) ( x NI( b, m) /2r < NI( b, m) /2 of the 
b-pure boxes have been merged. Hence there are at least NZ (b, m) /2 b-pure boxes left. 
Using A, E P, A, E P, 17, polynomial honest, and P = NP, one can show that 
A,+1 E P, &+I E P and 17,+1 is polynomial honest. We now show that, for all a, 
limsupN(b,s+ 1,m) =co. 
m-+cc 
For a such that b CL a there is a constant n such that N(a, s, m) + n > N(a, s + 1, m). 
For a CL b, N(a, s+ l,m) = min{NZ(b,m)/2r, N(a, s,m>}. For a = b, N(a,s+ 1,m) 
is at least NZ (b, m) /2. For all three possibilities, by using lim SUP~+~ N( a, s, m) = 03 
and lim SUP,,,_~ NZ (a, m) = cq we easily obtain lim SUP~_~ N( a, s + 1, m) = W. 
END OF CONSTRUCTION 
By the comments made during the construction, it is clear that {Ab 1 b E L} form an 
(r + 1 )-chain of hpm-degrees. 0 
Theorem 5.5 (P = NP). The topped Jinite initial segments of H, are exactly the finite 
distributive lattices. 
Proof. Assume that 27 is a topped finite initial segment of H,,,. Then 2) is a finite 
distributive lattice by a proof similar to the same result for the classical m-degrees (see 
[24, p. 558, Corollary VI.l.lO]). 
Let D = (D, <D, n, U) be a topped finite distributive lattice. We show that 27 is an 
initial segment of H,. Let 0 denote the bottom element of D. Let I = { 1, . . . , r} be 
the join-irreducible elements of D (not including the bottom element). We will usually 
denote an element of I by a. 
Let p be a fixed polynomial such that p(n) > n. For a E I and b E D let 
sa = {omo+~ 1 mEN,O~j~p(m),j~a(modr)); 
To= 8; Tb = u Sk. 
Kwb 
We construct A C EP such that the sets Ab (indexed by b E CD) defined by Ab = AnTb 
form an initial segment of H,that is isomorphic to D. For all b, c E V such that b <ZJ c 
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we have Ab Ch AC via \lll 
f(z) = 
i 
NO if z @ Tb; 
Z otherwise. 
(Formally, to show that this reduction works, use that since b 6~ c we have {i 1 i 62, 
b} C {i 1 i <D c}, and hence Tb 5 T’.) 
We construct A C Ep in stages to satisfy the following requirements. Let code be a 
l- 1 map from D to N. 
Separation Requirements. For e E N and 6, c E D 
R(e,code(b),code(c)): If b $D c, then fe is not a reduction of Ab to AC. 
Discrete Requirements. For every e E N 
RZ: There exists a b E D such that 0,” $, Ab. 
Note that if b is the bottom element of the lattice then 0,” E P, and if b is the top 
element then OA =h A. 




A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to A. 
A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to 2* - A. 
A set B, E P which is the set of strings in Ef’ that are not committed to A or 
S* - A. Formally B, = Ef’ - (A, U A,). We will not need to prove that B, E P 
since if A,, & E P then clearly B, E P Let By = B, n Bm. 




17, is an hp-partition that respects A. 
For all z E EP if z E Bm then nS( z ) G B”‘. This makes n, p-honest. Note 
that nS partitions each BT. 
Let a E I. A box is a-pure if it contains some element of T, and is 
wholly contained in Uiana c (hence it has no element of UaSEni c). Let 
N(a, s, m) be the number of a-pure boxes contained in By. We will have 
lim SUP~_~ N(a,s,m) = cm. 
During the construction, we show inductively that a, b, c, and d all hold. The partitions 
get coarser and coarser; however, if z E A, or z E A,, then for all t > s, IT, (z ) = L7,( z ) . 
If z enters A, (A^,) then we also place all elements of nS(z) into A, (A,); therefore 
the condition that l7, respects A, will easily be met. 
For every z E EJ’, there is a stage s such that either z E A, or z E a,. The set A 
is defined as the set of all z that are placed in some A,. The set A will respect all 
partitions Z7,. 
If at stage s + 1, A, (A,, I7,) is not mentioned, then As+1 := A, ( &+I := A,, IT,+, := 
II,). During a stage of the construction A, (A,, ZI,) may change. To avoid notation, 
whenever A, (A,, fl,) is mentioned it is meant to be the most recent version of the 
object. 
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CONSTRUCTION 
Stage 0: Ao :=8. do := _X* - Ep. For all z, ZZc(z) = {z}. Clearly (a), (b), (c), (d.i), 
(d.ii) are satisfied. Since we chose p(n) > n, (d.iii) is satisfied. 
Sfuge s + 1: There are two cases. 
Case 1: s + 1 is odd. If s + 1 is not of the form 2(e,code(b),code(c)) + 1 for some 
b, c E D then go to stage s + 2. If s + 1 is of that form then let b, c be such that 
s + 1 = 2(e, code( b), code(c)) + 1. We satisfy R(e,code(b),code(c)). If b <V c then the 
requirement is satisfied. If b <z, c then let a E I be such that a <r~ b but a do c. (Such 
an a exists by Lemma 2.15( ii). Note that we are using that D is a distributive lattice.) 
Let z be the shortest element of B, n T, that is in an u-pure box. (Such a z exists 
inductively by condition (d.iii) .) Note that z $ A, U A,. There are four possibilities. 
1. fe(z) E A, or fe(z) = YES. Let A,+1 :=& UII,(z). 
2. fe(z) E A, or fe(z) =NO. Let A,+1 :=A,UZZ$(z). 
3. fe(z) $ (A,Ud,UIT,(z)). Let&+1 := A,UIT,(z) and A,+, := A,UZZ,(fe(z)). 
4. fe(z) $ A, Ud, and fe(z) E ZZs(z). Let A,+1 := A, UZZ,(z). 
In possibilities 1,2, and 3, it is clear that Rte,code(b),code(cj) is satisfied. In possibility 4, 
note that z E Ab. We show that fe(z) +! AC. Since ZZs(z) is a-pureand fe(z) E ZZs(z), 
fe(z) E Ui)=a 
is satisfied. 
Ti. Since c & a, fe(z) $ T, so fe(z) 4 AC. Hence Rte,co&(b),co&(c)) 
Case 2: s + 1 is even. Let s + 1 = 2e + 2. We satisfy Ra. There are two possibilities. Let 
NZ(u, m) be the number of u-pure boxes contained in By that intersect range( f,,) = V,. 
Possibility 1: (Vu E Z) (3n,) [ lim supm_a NZ( a, m) = n, < cc]. Set 
A s+l :=A,u u ZZs(z>. 
~EllcnBs 
Since we are assuming P = NP, V, E l? Inductively, 17, is an honest partition, B, E P, 
and A, E I? Hence by Lemma 4.4 A,+1 E P (hence condition (a) is satisfied). Note 
that 
z E 0: * (fe(z) E A or fe(z) = YES) 
@ (fe(z) E V, n A or fe(z) = YES) 
ti (fe(z) E As+1 or fe(z) =mS). 
Since As+, E P we have 0: E P, so the requirement is satisfied. Since As+, = A,, 
n s+l = ZZ,, by the induction hypothesis conditions (b), (c), (d.i), and (d.ii) hold. 
Since each Br lost fewer than CL=, n, blocks condition (d.iii) holds. 
Possibility 2: (Ia E I) [ lim SIQ,,_~ ZVZ( U, m) = ~1. Let 
.Z = {u E Z : limsupNZ(a,m) = co}; 
nl’cc 
b = ( $J, a; J’={uEZ:u<~b}-J. 
a 
We intend to set As+l, &+I, and 17,+t such that the following hold. 
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(a) For every z E z* if fe(z) E B,+i, then fe(z> is in the same box as some y E Tb. 
(b) For every y E B,+i n Tb, ZIs+l (y) n K + 8. 
By Lemma 4.6 these two conditions make Ab = A fl Tb E: Of. 
We set &+I, &+I, and ZZ,+i as follows. To satisfy condition (a) above, for every 
a E Z such that a <r~ b place all the elements of every u-pure box that contains an 
element of range(f,) into A. Since limsup,,, NZ( a, m) < cc this will only delete a 
constant number of u-pure boxes from each BF. 
To satisfy condition (b) above is more complicated. First, for every a E J, place all 
elements of every u-pure box that does not intersect V, into A. Now, for every a E J, 
for every m, there are exactly NZ( a, m) u-pure boxes contained in Br. 
Second we will merge some boxes. If y E Tb then there exists a E Z such that a 6~ b 
and y is in an u-pure box. Note that a E J U J’. If a E .Z then ZZ,(y) fl V, # 8 and we 
are done. Hence we need only look at a E J’. To ensure that every y E B,+l fl Tb is in 
a box that intersects V, we will, for every a E J’, find a c E J such that a <o c, and 
merge (or put into A) every u-pure box with some c-pure box (all of which intersect 
V,). Such a c exists by the Lemma 2.15. Note that the u-pure boxes will remain u-pure, 
but the c-pure boxes will not remain c-pure. Hence we will set aside some c-pure boxes 
that will not be merged. 
Let m E N. We describe what to do with the boxes that comprise BF. Order these 
boxes by the least string in them. For every d E D and i E N let BOX[d, i] be the ith 
d-pure box (if it exists). Note that for c E J if BOX[ c, i] exists then it intersects V,. 
For every a E J’ (a # 0) we plan to merge some u-pure boxes with c-pure boxes. We 
need to ensure lim SUP~+~ N( c, s + 1, m) = 03. We plan to merge at most NZ( c, m) /2r 
c-pure boxes with u-pure boxes. Formally we do the following. 
(1) Let Ui =NZ(c,m)/2r. Let U=min{Ui,N(u,s,m)}. 
(2) (V,i 6 U) mergeBOX[u,i] and BUX[c, (a-l)Ul+i] (thenew boxes are u-pure). 
(3) (V’i > U) place all of the of elements of BOX[u, i] into As+l. 
When this process is done at most IL - {O}l x NZ( 6, m) /2r < NZ( b, m) /2 of the 
c-pure boxes have been merged. Hence there are at least NZ( b, m) /2 c-pure boxes left. 
Using A, E P, & E P, ZZs polynomial honest, and P = NP, one can show that 
A,+1 E P, A,+1 E P, and ZZs+t is polynomial honest. We now show that, for all a, 
limsupN(c,s+ l,m) =03. 
m-+m 
For a such that c <D a there is a constant n such that N(a, s, m) + n 2 N(u, s + 1, m). 
For a <D c, N(u, s+ l,m) = min{NZ(c,m)/2r, N(u,s,m)}. For a = c, N(a,s+ 1,m) 
is at least NZ(c, m) /2. For all three possibilities, by using lim SUP~_~ N(u, s, m) = co 
and lim sup,,, NZ( a, m) = co, we easily obtain lim SU~,,~ N( a, s + 1, m) = co. 
END OF CONSTRUCTION 
By the comments made during the construction, it is clear that {Ab 1 b E D} form an 
initial segment of H, . Cl 
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6. Embedding infinite structures into H, 
We use the same conventions and notation as in Section 5. We show that (assuming 
P = NP) any countable linear order with minimal element is an initial segment of H,,,. 
We then show that (assuming P = NP) any direct limit of ascending sequences of finite 
distributive lattice is an initial segment of H,; moreover, these are exactly the countable 
initial segments of H,. Using techniques of [9], the proofs of all theorems in this 
section could be adapted to the 1x1 = 1 case, omitting the P = NP assumption. 
Theorem 6.1 (P = NP). Zf (L, &,) is a countable linear ordering with a minimum 
element, then L is an initial segment of H,. 
Proof. This proof is similar in spirit to the proof of Theorem 5.4. We cannot choose 
the Tb’s ahead of time because we do not know what the linear order looks like. 
We may assume that L has a maximal element since, if not, we simply append one. 
Since L is countable, we can (noneffectively) list the elements of L as (0, 1,2,. . .} 
(the order <L need not be related to the order 6). We assume that 0 is the minimum 
element and 1 is the maximum element. Let L, be the numbers (0, 1, . . . , s} under the 
ordering 6~. 
We will construct a set A and sets To, Tl , . . . such that the sets Ab (indexed by b E L) 
defined by Ab = A n Tb form an initial segment of H, isomorphic to L. For all b, c E L 
such that b <L c we have Ab <k AC via 
f(z) = 
NO if z 4/ Tb; 
Z otherwise. 
(Formally, to show that this reduction works, use that since b 61, c we have {i 1 i <v 
b} C {i ) i <n c}, and hence Tb C T’.) 
We need A,To,Tl,. . . to satisfy the following requirements. 
Separation Requirements. For every b, c E N 
Rie,b,c) : if c CL b then fe is not a reduction of Ab to AC. 
Discrete Requirements. For every e E N 
RZ: there exists b such that 0: c”, Ab. 





A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to A. 
A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to Z* - A. 
A set B, E P which is the set of strings in EJ’ that are not committed to A or 
X* - A. Formally B, = Ep - (A, U A,). We will not need to prove that B, E P 
since if A,, A, E P then clearly B, E I? Let Bf’ = B, n B”‘. 
Sets To,. . . , T, such that the following hold. 
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(i) To = 8 and TI = E*. 
(ii) (Vb) [Tb E P]. 
(iii) (Vb,c < s)[b 6~ c + Tb C Tc] 
(iv) (V’b,c6~)[b<~cjlimsup,,,IB,mn(T~-Tb)I=00]. 
(e) A partition lT, of E* such that the following hold. 
(i) 17, is an hp-partition. 17, respects A, and, for every b 6 s, respects Tb. 
(ii) For all z E E* if z E B”’ then n,(z) C B”‘. This makes 17, p-honest. Note 
that ZZ, partitions each BT. 
(iii) Let a < s. A box is (a, s)-pure if it contains some element of T, and is 
wholly contained in U. rana,iGs G (hence it has no element of lJiGpn,iGs x). 
Let N( a, s, m) be the number of (a, s) -pure boxes contained in By. We will 
have lim sup,_~ N( u, s, m) = co. 
During the construction, we show inductively that (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) all 
hold. The partitions get coarser and coarser; however, if z E A, or z E ff,, then for all 
t > s, ZT,( z ) = fl,7( z >. If z enters A, (A,) then we also place all elements of fls( z ) 
into A, (d,); therefore the condition that 17, respects A, will easily be met. 
For every z E E”, there is a stage s such that either z E A, or z E A,. The set A 
is defined as the set of all z that are placed in some A,. The set A will respect all 
partitions ZT,. 
If at stage s + 1, A, (A,, II,) is not mentioned, then A,+1 := A, (A,+1 := A,, 17,+1 := 
IT,). During a stage of the construction A, (d,, ZI,) may change. To avoid notation, 
whenever A, (A,, II,> is mentioned it is meant to be the most recent version of the 
object. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Stage 1: Ao := 8. & := X* - E*. For all X, no(z) = {z}. To = 8 and TI = E*. Clearly 
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e.i), (e.ii) are satisfied. Since we chose p(n) 2 n, (e.iii) is 
satisfied. 
Stage s + 1: Let a, b 6 s be the elements adjacent to s + 1 such that a <L s + 1 cL b 
(since 0 is minimal and 1 is maximal, such a, b exist). Let T,+l be a set such that the 
following hold. 
(1) T,+l E P, r, C T,+I C Tb. 
(2) ZT, respects Tb. 
(3) limsup,,, IB:” r? (T,+l - T,)l = 0;). 
(4) lim supm+m IB:‘n(Tb-TT,+,)I=ca 
Such a Ts+l exists by the induction hypothesis on T, and Tb. 
There are two cases. 
Case 1: s + 1 is odd. Let s + 1 = 2(e,i,j) + 1. (The function (-,-,-) is such that 
(Vb, c, e) [b, c 6 2(e, b, c)], so Tb and T, have been defined before stage s + 1.) We 
satisfy Rie,b,c) in this stage. If b <L c then the requirement is satisfied and no more 
action need be taken. Otherwise we do as follows. Let z be the shortest element of 
B, fl Tb that is in an (b, s)-pure box. (Such a z exists inductively by condition (e.iii) .) 
Note that z $ A, U A^,. There are four possibilities. 
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1. fe(z) E A, or fe(z) =YES. Let &+I :=&U17,(z). 
2. fe(z) E A, or fe(z) = NO. Let A,+1 := A,U ITS(z). 
3. fe(z) q! (A,Uh,UIT,(z)). Let As+1 :=A,UlI,(z) and&+1 :=~,UZ7,(fe(z)>. 
4. fe(z) $ A, U A, and fe(z) E 17,(z). Let As+1 := A, U17,(z). 
In possibilities 1,2, and 3, it is clear that Ri,,,,,) is satisfied. In possibility 4, note that 
z E Ab, but since ZZ$(z) is (b,s)-pure, and c <L b, fe(z> $ T,, so fe(z) $! AC; hence 
Rte,b,c) is satisfied. 
Stage s + 1 = 2e + 2 (Satisfy Ra): There are two possibilities. For i < s let NZ(b, m) 
be the number of (b, s) -pure boxes contained in Br that intersect range( fe) = V,. 
Possibility 1: (Va E L,+I > (31,) [ lim supnt_oo NZ( a, m) = n, < CXJ] . Set 
A Sfl :=A,U u 17,(z). 
2 Evens, 
Since we are assuming P = NP, Ve E P Inductively, ff, is an honest partition, B, E P, 
and A, E I? Hence by Lemma 4.4 As+, E P (hence condition a is satisfied). Note that 
z E 0: * (fe(z) E A or fe(z) =YES) 
@ (fe(z) E V, n A or fe(z) = YES) 
@ (fe(z) E &+I or fe(z) = YES). 
Since A,+1 E P we have 0,” E P, so the requirement is satisfied. Since A,+, = A,, 
n s+l = II,, by the induction hypothesis conditions (b), (c), (d.i), and (d.ii) hold. 
Since each Br lost fewer than CT=, n, blocks condition (d.iii) holds. 
Possibility 2: (3a E Ls+l ) [lim SUP~_+~ NZ( a, m) = CO]. Let b be the largest number 
such that lim supm_+m NZ (b, m) = 03. 
The rest of the construction is similar to the construction in Theorem 5.4 except that 
instead of using ‘2r’ we use ‘2s’. 
END OF CONSTRUCTION 
By the comments made during the construction, it is clear that {Ab : i E L} form an 
initial segment of H, that is isomorphic to L. 0 
Theorem 6.2. The topped initial segments of H, are exactly the direct limits of ascend- 
ing sequences of distributive lattices. 
Proof. We combine the techniques used in Theorems 5.5 and 6.1. 
Assume that 27 is a topped initial segment of H,. Then D is the limit of an ascending 
sequence of finite distributive lattice by a proof similar to the same result for the classical 
m-degrees (see [24, p. 561, Corollary VI.1.131). 
Let D = (D,&, n, U) be the limit of an ascending sequence of finite distributive 
lattices Dt & V2 C . . . . Let Di have base set Di. We show that V is an initial 
segment of H,. Let the indecomposable elements of D, be Z,. The elements of Z, are 
indecomposable in 27, but might end up not being indecomposable in D. Note that Is 
may grow or shrink from stage to stage. Let Z = lim,,, Z,. We can assume that the top 
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element of YD is indecomposable (if not then put another element on top of it) and that 
both the top and bottom element of D are in Do. 
Let p(n) be a polynomial such that p(n) 2 n. We will construct a set A G EP and 
sets Ta,Ti,. . . such that the sets Ab (indexed by b E Do> defined by Ab = A n Tb form 
an initial segment of H, that is isomorphic to V. For all b, c E ZJ such that b 6~ c we 
have Ab Ch AC via \m 
f(z) = 
NO if z $ Tb; 
Z otherwise. 
(Formally, to show that this reduction works, use that since b <v c we have {i 1 i <p 
b} C {i 1 i <D c}, and hence Tb g TC.) 
We construct A G EP in stages to satisfy the following requirements. Let code be a 
l-l map from D to N. 
Separation Requirements. For e E N and b, c E D 
R(e,code(b),code(c)): If b $n c, then fe is not a reduction of Ab to AC. 
Discrete Requirements. For every e E N 
RZ: There exists a b E D such that 0,” E”, Ab. 
Note that if b is the bottom element of the lattice then 0: E P, and if b is the top 
element then OA =h A. 
At the end 0; earh stage s we will have the following: 
(a) A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to A. 
(b) A set A, E P which is the set of strings committed to _X* - A. 
(c) A set B, E P which is the set of strings in EP that are not committed to A or 
Z* - A. Formally B, = EP - (A, U d,). We will not need to prove that B, E P 
since if A,, A, E P then clearly B, E P Let By = B, fl Bm. - 
(d) Sets TO, TI , . . . (the number of Ti is 123,,1> such that the following hold. 
(i) TO =0 and Tl = EP. 
(ii) (‘v’b) [Tb E PI. 
(iii) (Vb,c < s) [b <D c + Tb C T,] 
(iv) (Vb,c~s)[b<~c~limsup,,,IB~n(T,-Tb)l=00]. 
(e) A partition ZT$ of EP such that the following hold. 
(i) ZT, is an hp-partition. IT, respects A, and, for all b < s, I7, respects Tb. 
(ii) For all z E EP if z E B* then 17,(z) C Bm. This makes n, p-honest. 
that Z7, partitions each BF. 
Note 
(iii) Let a < Z,. A box is (a, s)-pure if it contains some element of T, and is 
wholly contained in lJ. 18pa,iGs T (hence it has no element of UngDi,iGs C). 
Let N(a, s, m) be the number of (a, s)-pure boxes contained in By. If a E I 
then we will have lim SUP~_~ N(u, s, m) = 00. 
During the construction, we show inductively that (a), (b), (c), and (d) all hold. 
The partitions get coarser and coarser; however, if z E A, or z E A,, then for all t 2 s, 
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Z7t( z ) = IIs (z ). If z enters A, (A,) then we also place all elements of fl,( z ) into A, 
(A,); therefore the condition that n, respects A, will easily be met. 
For every z E Ep, there is a stage s such that either z E A, or z E A,. The set A 
is defined as the set of all z that are placed in some A,. The set A will respect all 
partitions IZ,. 
If at stage s + 1, A, (A,, II,) is not mentioned, then A,+1 := A, ( &+I := A,, II,+, := 
17,). During a stage of the construction A, (A,, l7,) may change. To avoid notation, 
whenever A, (A,, II,) is mentioned it is meant to be the most recent version of the 
object. 
CONSTRUCTION 
Stage 1: A0 := 8. & := _Z* - EP. For all x, no(z) = {z}. Ta = 8 and 7’1 = EP. Clearly 
(a), (b), (c), (d), (e.i), (e.ii) are satisfied. Since we chose p(n) > n, (e.iii) is 
satisfied. 
Stage s + 1: We first create sets T, for elements of x E Ds+l - D,. We will do this for 
each x in turn in some arbitrary order. We will let E denote the elements of Ds+l - D, 
that we have already dealt with. Initially E = 0. 
For every x E Ds+l - D, do the following. 
(1) Let 
SMALL= {UE D,UEIc<nx}, 
LARGE={~ED,UEIX<,C}, 
INC = (D, u E) - (SMALL u LARGE), 
E = E u {x}. 
(2) Let TX be a set such that the following hold. 
l TX E P. 
l TX respects the partition 17,. 
. UaESMALL = - T = TX s UbELARGETx* 
l T, r- UcEINC T, = 8. 
l If x E Zs+t and a E SMALL then limsup,,, IBy tl (TX - T,)I = 00. 
l If b E Is+, then lim supm+m IBy fl (Tb - TX) 1 = co. 
Such a TX exists by induction hypothesis which is condition (e). 
The rest of this construction is virtually identical to Theorem 5.5 using D, (Z,) 
instead of D (I). 
END OF CONSTRUCTION 0 
Having characterized exactly which finite and countable lattices are initial segments 
of Hm, our next goal is to examine uncountable structures. It is here that the similarity 
between H, and the m-degrees might fail. 
Definition 6.3. Let (X, <) be any partial order. An element x E X has a G-minimal 
cover if there exists y E X such that x < y and 
wz EX)[z<y*z 2x1. 
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An element x E X has a strong <-minimal cover if there exists y E X such that x -C y 
and 
(Vz EX)[z<y*z <xl. 
The first step towards characterizing the uncountable structures that are initial seg- 
ments of the (classical) m-degrees is showing that every m-degree has a strong Q- 
minimal cover. An analogous theorem in H, is not known. Moreover, the question of 
whether or not H, is elementarily equivalent to the m-degrees is open. 
7. The unary theory of H, is undecidable 
Theorem 7.1. Assume 121 = 1. The theory of H,,, is undecidable. 
Proof. Let 2) be any finite distributive lattice. We claim that there exists hpm-degrees a 
and b such that the hpm-degrees between a and b form a partial order isomorphic to 2). 
The proof of Theorem 5.5 can easily be modified to show that if 1x1 = 1 then that any 
finite distributive lattice can be embedded in the hpm-degrees. Let B be the top element 
mapped to. Let a be the 0 hpm-degree and b be the hpm-degree of B. Hence the claim 
is established. 
The rest of the proof is similar to the proof that the theory of the Turing degrees is 
undecidable [ 121 (see [ 17, pp. 136-1371). We include it for completeness. 
Let ,C be the language consisting of all the usual logic symbols, and the additional 
symbol <. Any sentence in 13 is a sentence about partial orders. Let DL be the set of 
all sentences of ,C that are true in all distributive lattices; let FINITE be the set of all 
sentences of L that are true in all finite distributive lattices. Ershov and Taitslin [7] 
showed that there is no recursive set R such that DL C R 2 FINITE. 
We show that if the theory of H, is decidable then such a recursive set R exists. Let 
0(x, y) be the formula L that says that the set of elements z such that x < z < y 
form a distributive lattice. Let @ be any sentence of 13. Let $‘(x, y) be the formula 
obtained from + by restricting all quantifiers in @ to elements z such that x Q z 6 y. 
Let I,#’ be the sentence (V.x,y)[e(x,y) + $‘(x,y>]. Let H = {$ 1 H, + 9”). 
Since, by the claim above, every finite distributive lattice is between some two hpm- 
degrees, DL C H C FINITE. Hence H cannot be recursive, so the theory of H, must 
be undecidable. 0 
8. The structure of H, n RE 
We examine the structure H, n RE. Tbe r.e. m-degrees and H, n FCE resemble each 
other in the same way the m-degrees and H, do; however, they are not elementar- 
ily equivalent. We first prove a theorem about the resemblance, and then about the 
difference. 
Lachlan [ 14,241 showed that the topped finite initial segments of the r.e. m-degrees 
are exactly the finite distributive lattices. We show this holds for H, n RE. 
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Theorem 8.1 (P = NP) . The topped finite initial segments of Hm n RE are exactly the 
finite distributive lattices. 
Proof sketch. Combine the techniques of Theorem 6.1 with the e-state construction of 
a maximal r.e. set (see [ 281 for an e-state construction in recursion theory, and see 
[ 21 for a modification used in complexity theory). The proof resembles Lachlan’s proof 
cited above. Cl 
Lachlan [ 15,241 showed that every incomplete r.e. m-degree has an r.e. strong mini- 
mal <,-cover (see the end of Section 6 for a definition). We show that the analogous 
theorem for H, n RE does not hold, which shows that the te. m-degrees are not ele- 
mentarily equivalent to H, n RE. 
Theorem 8.2. There exists an incomplete r.e. degree that has no strong <h,-minimal 
cover. 
Proof sketch. We construct r.e. sets A, B, Ql, Q2, . . . to satisfy the following require- 
ments: 
Pe: T(B <: A by Me), 
N,: A <k W, + (Qe <L W, and Qe $h, A). 
The N, requirements ensure that A has no strong <~-minimal cover. Since the degree 
P has a strong minimal cover, this also establishes that A $! I? The P, requirements 
ensure that A is incomplete. 
We break N, into two subrequirements some of which may entail an infinite number 
of requirements. 
Requirement Ra: A c”, W, + Qe <“, W,. 
The condition Qe <k W, will hold since Qe will be constructed by a Ladner-style 
“looking back technique”, [ 1,16,18] so Qe will be “W, with holes in it”. Hence 
-[ Qe <k W,] is equivalent to Qe $ W,, and Ra is equivalent to the following 
statements: 
-[Qe -c: We1 =+ -[A <“, Wel; 
[Qe =“, We1 * T[A <: WeI; 
[Qe&Wel =HA<k,Qel; 
[Qe ~k WeI * [(Vi)-[A G”, Qe by Mil V [A -“, Qel. 
To satisfy RL, it suffices to satisfy the following requirements 
N(,,i) : T(A & Qe by Mi). 
Requirement R$ A <k W, + Qe & A. 
TO satisfy this requirement, it suffices to satisfy the following statements, which we 
henceforth refer to as Ra: 
Qe <“, A + W, <“, A. 
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The requirements P, and N(,,i) are satisfied by diagonalization, which may involve 
putting elements into A, or restraining elements from entering A. Requirement Rz is 
satisfied by trying to code W, into A. These requirements appear to conflict. The conflict 
is not resolved by priority. Instead, when diagonalizing, we try to make Qe look like W, 
so that the Qe <k A hypothesis of requirement Rz will help to get W, <<“, A. 
We order the requirements by PO, N(o,o) , PI , Npl), . . . . This is the order they will be 
acted on. R: is not in the ordering because it will not be satisfied by an overt action, 
We attempt to code W, into A by trying to put ( le, r) into A as soon as r enters We. 
The sets Qe are defined by a Ladner-style looking back construction. In particular, a 
O-l valued polynomial time function f( -, -) with domain N x N in unary form will 
be constructed, and the sets {Qe}g, will be defined by 
(T E Qe * (f(e, 1~1) = 1 and u E W,). 
The construction is slowed down to allow f to be computed in polynomial time. 
At the end of each stage s, we will have the following: 
(a) A,, the strings committed to A, and d,, the strings committed to Z* - A; 
(b) foreache,thevaluesoff(e,O),f(e,l),...,f(e,s-1) (butnomore); 
(c) implicit information about the sets of type Qe, since we know some values of 
f(e,n). 
If at stage s + 1, A, (&, B,, B,) is not mentioned, then A,+1 := A, (&+I := A,, 
etc.). 
CONSTRUCTION 
Stage 0: A0 := 8, & := 0. Bo := 0, & := 8. For all X, f(e, n) is undefined (hence 
nothing is known about Qe>. For all e and b both P, and N(,,i) are labeled NOT 
SATISFIED. 
stage s + 1: First, we work on the R: requirements for e < s. For all e < s, if there is 
a string u E We,s+l - W, and (le, a) $ a,, then place (le, c) into A,+I. Since W,,, is 
defined as the set of elements of (0, 1, . . . , s} that M,,, halts on, computing W,,, (with 
e < s) can be done in time polynomial in s. 
Second, we work on the least P, or N(,,i) type requirement that is not satisfied. 
Case 1: The requirement is P,. For all i, set f( i, s) = 1 (this is done to help the 
requirements RF). For s steps, do the following: try to find an x such that (i) x $ 
B,UB,, (ii) either M,(n) E {YESNO} or M,(x) E A,U&, and (iii) if M,(x) E Z* 
and is of the form (li, (T), then f(i, 1~1) = 1 (this will enable Qe <k A to help obtain 
W, G”, A). 
Such an x must exist since M, is honest and A, U A, is finite (though we may not 
find x at this stage). If such an x is found, then 
(a) if M,(x) = YES then Bs+i := B, U {x}; 
(b) if M,(x) = NO then B,+l := B, U {x}; and 
(c) if M,(x) E Z* then B,+I := B, U {x} and &+I := A, U {M,(x)}. 
In either case, declare P, SATISFIED. 
Case 2: The requirement is N(,,i). Set f( e, s) = 0. For all i # e set f( i, s) = 1 (this 
is done to help the requirements RF). For s steps do the following: try to find an x = 
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(0, ls+t) such that (i) x +! A,u&, and (ii) M,(X) E {YESNO} or f(e, ]M,(x)l) = 
0. Such an x must exist since M, is honest, A, U A, is finite, and if we work on this 
requirement for quite some time then a long consecutive set of values of f(e, -) are 
being set to 0. (The x need not be found at this stage.) If such an x is found then A 
(a) if M,(x) = YES then A,+, := A, U {x}; 
(b) if M,(x) = NO then A,+1 := A, U {x}; and 
(c) if M,(x) E 2* then A,+1 := A, U {x} and since f(e, IM,(x)l) =0 we know that 
M,(x) $ Qe. 
In any case we declare N(,,i) to be satisfied. 
END OF CONSTRUCTION 
For all e ((e, i)), the work done on requirements P, (N(,,i)) eventually leads to it 
being satisfied since the x that is being sought must exist. 
We show that for all b, RF is satisfied. First, we note that when a string (T enters Wi,s 
and is not coded into A, then since (l’, cr) is restrained from A, f(i, [al) = 1. Hence, 
assuming u E Wi, if f(i, 1~1) = 0, then the string (li,a) was placed into A. 
If Qi <k A by h, then we obtain Wi <“, A as follows: 
Given CT, compute f(i, lgl). If f(i,]gI) = 1, then (c E Qi iff (+ E W,). Hence 
(T E Wi iff h(g) E A. If f(i, Ial) = 0, then (o. E We iff (li,a) E A). q 
It is an open question whether, in the above theorem, we can replace ‘strong minimal 
cover’ with ‘minimal cover’. This is of interest because if there exists a set A such that 
A has no minimal cover, then the theorem “There exists a minimal hm-set” would not 
relativize to A. (For more on honesty and relativization, see [ 81.) It is known (see 
[5]) that there is an r.e. set A which is incomplete with respect to wtt-reductions, and 
has no r.e. minimal cover in the <!j. degrees. 
It is also unknown which infinite structures can be embedded in H,,, fl RE. The 
analogous question for the r.e. m-degree has been answered: every effective distributive 
lattice can be embedded [ 3,221. 
9. Index sets are not hpT-minimal 
We show index sets are nonminimal. To do this, we need a convention about our 
programming system. 
Convention 9.1. Let ~0, rpl , rp2, . . . denote an acceptable programming system such that 
the s-m-n functions [25] are computable in polynomial time. This is reasonable if the 
machine model is similar to real programs, in which case the s-m-n functions merely 
replace a read statement with an assignment statement. 
Definition 9.2. A set A is an index set if whenever qi and pj are the same partial 
recursive function, then either i, j E A or i, j $! A. 
The proof of the following theorem resembles the proof of Rice’s Theorem [ 251. 
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Theorem 9.3. If A is a nontrivial index set (i.e. A # 8, A f 2*>, then A is not 
hpT-minimal. 
Proof. Let a E A and b $! A. Let C be a recursive set such that C 4 P and spi be a 
recursive function that computes the characteristic function of C. Let z be such that 
sDz(X,Y) = 
G(Y) if x E C; 
(Pb(Y) if X $ c. 
Since we assume the s-m-n functions to be polynomial-time computable, we have a 
function f E P such that for all x and y, ‘pz (x, y) = ‘~f(~,~) (y) . 
x E C =+ ~~f(z,x) = vu =+ f(z,x> E A. 
X $ c + Pf(z,x) = pb =+ f(Z,x> $ A. 
The function f is polynomial time computable and honest; therefore, C <k A. Since 
C is recursive and A is not recursive, it is not the case that A <T C. Hence, C <“, A 
and thus, A is not an hpT-minimal set. 0 
10. A recursive super-minimal set 
The sets constructed in Section 4, and in all of the honest minimal degree literature, are 
nonrecursive. This is necessary since Ladner’s Theorem says that recursive sets cannot be 
hpm-minimal. However, Ladner’s Theorem does not say anything about hmto-minimal 
sets. Total honest m-reductions differ from honest m-reductions in a significant way. In 
the cases where an honest m-reduction maps a string to either YES or NO, the honesty 
condition does not come into play. By contrast, in the case of total honest m-reductions, 
the honesty condition always comes into play. Thus, intuitively, these reductions are 
different from each other. We prove this by showing that there exists a recursive set 
A, A $ P, that is hmto-minimal, and in fact is superminimal (i.e. for any B <p A, 
B =kto A.) We see this result as unnatural, which is evidence that hmto-reductions are 
unnatural. 
Definition 10.1. Let g be as defined in Section 5 (first definition of that section). Let 
Bm = {x : g(m) 6 1x1 < g(m + 1)). A set A is blocktype if it is the union of sets of 
the form Bm. Note that, for all m, if any element of Bm is in A, then all elements of Bm 
are in A (hence if some element of Bm is not in A, then no element of Bm is in A). 
Lemma 10.2. If A is blocktype and C <kto A, then A <kto C. 
Proof. Let C <“,-” A by a total honest f. Let p and q be polynomials such that p 
bounds the runtime of f, and f is q-honest. 
The reduction A <F C is as follows: on input y, find m such that y E Bm, and then 
output oq(@)). 
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We show 
y E A ti f(Oq(gcm))) E A H Oq(g@)) E C. 
The second equivalence holds because f is a reduction of C to A. The first equivalence 
will follow if we show that f(Oq(@))) E P, since A is blocktype. 
Since f is computable in time p, 
If(Oq(g(m)))j 6 p(q(g(m))) < 2g@) = g(m + 1). 
Since f is q-honest, 
q(lf(Oq’g’““)l) > q(g(m)). 
Therefore, 1 f( Oq(s(m))l  2 g(m) . Hence, 
g(m) 6 If(Oq(g(m)))l < g(m+ 1) 
therefore, f(Oq(scm))) E Bm. 0 
Theorem 10.3. Given any recursive function T, there exists a recursive set A such that 
A $ DTIME(T( n)) and A is hmto-minimal. 
Proof. It is easy to construct a blocktype set that is not in DTIME(T(n)). By the above 
Lemma. that set is hmto-minimal. 0 
The techniques in this section can also be used to show that Ladner’s proof cannot 
be extended to finite-to- 1 reductions (honesty is not needed). 
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